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1 Introduction and the main result 
Consider the steady N avier-Stokes system in the frame attached to a rotating 
rigid body in 2D with constant angular velocity a E屈¥{O}. By a simple 
transformation it is given by 
―△ u -a(x.L・ ▽ u-正)＋▽ p+u• ▽ u=f, div u = 0 (1.1) 
in n being an exterior domain in配 withsmooth boundary叩， wherexj_ = 
（一窃，x1)T. For the linearized system 
―△ u -a(x..L• ▽ u-u.L) +▽ p=f, div u = 0, (1.2) 
it was disco:vered first by Hishida [14] that the oscillation of the body leads 
to the resolution of the Stokes paradox and that the leading term of decaying 




is given by 
(! 炉・{(T(u,p)+ au 0 y..L)v}do-+ J y..L• f dy) x.L 
叩 n 4叶叫2
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provided that the force f(:i・) decays sufficiently fa.5t, where T(u,p) =▽ 1,+ 
（▽ u) T -p< is the Cauchy stress tensor and v denotes the outer unit normal 
to an. This tels us that the rate of decay is controlled by the torque (not 
by the force). The c邸 eof general flux condition /3 := J v• u daヂ0can 叩
be easily reduced to the one mentioned above by subtracting the flux carrier 
肱高， whichbecomes the other part of the leading term. The proof of [14] 
rehes upon a detailed analysis of the fundamental solution ten1aor associated 
with (1.2). 
Later on, Higaki, Maekawa and Nakahara [12] established a nice estimate 
of the remainder of the asymptotic representation mentioned above with les 
singular behavior with respect to lal and applied it to the nonlinear problem 
(1.1). Roughly speaking, their theorem邸 sertsthat if lal is small and the 
decaying force f(x) (of divergence form) is also small compared to some rate 
of la.I (which is almost ja.j12), problem (1.1) inn subject to no-slip condition 
U加=ax.L admits a unique solution u,(:c) which possesses the same leading 
profile邸 above.Indeed, the pair 
U(x) 
c1.: 上
＝ 1:12' P(x) 
-c2 
2JxJ2 
(c E股） (1.4) 
is a self-similar N avier-Stokes flow in配¥{O} and it also solves (1.1) with 
J = 0 in配¥{O} since xJ. • ▽ U = U .1. Thus tl 1e a..,;;ymptot1c structure 
of the solution constructed in (12] is rea.,;onable because their solution is 
a scale-critical one so that nonlinearity is balanced with the linear part. 
Given solutions to (1.1) inn which decay like O(lxl-1) without specifying a 
boundary condition except (1.3), it would be interesting to a.'5k whether they 
exhibit the same asymptotic structure (no matter how they are constructed). 
The first aim of this paper is to provide a different proof (considerably 
shorter proof) of the resolution of the Stokes pa.ra.dox than the previous 
one [14]. The strategy is to go back to the time-periodic regime and to 
split the solution into two parts; one is the steady part, t.he other is the 
purely oscillatory one. This idea is developed in terms of a time-periodic 
fundamental solution introduced by Kyed [15]. Our procedure yields a useful 
estimate of our own for the linearized system (1.2) in the whole plane配， see
Theorem 2.1, when the torque of J = .fo+ div F'with F = (凡） vanishes, 
that is, 
J配ザ・Jody+l股2(F12 -F21) dy = 0. (1.5) 
The point is that the leading term comes only from the steady part, while the 
singular behavior with respect to lal arises only from the purely oscillatory 
part. 
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By making use of estimate mentioned above (Theorem 2.1), the second 
aim is to give an affirmative answer (however, in the small) to the question 
raised above. 
Theorem 1. 1. Let a E賊¥{O}. Given 6 E (0, 1/2) and R > e satisfying 
配¥0 C BR, there are positive constants 1 = 11 (6) (independent of R} 
and 12 =う2(6,R) such that the following holds: For every solution (smooth 
solution for simplicity) { u,p} E Hに（り） X Lr,。C心） to (1.1)切 Dwith f E 
Lt,。c(O)subject to (1.3) which satisfies 
(1 + !al―812) sup lxllu(x)I :S冗
にl~R
(1 + !al―(Hl/2)) sup lxl3十8(loglxl)IJ(x)I :S ,1, (1.6) 
回~R
(lal + lal-(o+l/2))(IMI + N幻::;,2, 
we have the asymptotic representation 
X 上
u(x) = M + O(lxl―(1十o)
41rlxl2 
where 
as I叫→ o, (1.7) 
Af := Ian yj_・{(T(u,p) + au@yj_ -u@u)v}do-+ L炉・fdy (1.8) 
and 
NR := l{u, ▽ u, ▽ 2u,p}II応 (AR), AR= {x E記 R< lxl < 2R}. (1.9) 
Note that the boundary integral in (1.8) is understood as〈y1_,(. ・)v〉i)り
since (• • •)v E H-1/2叩）：= Ifl/2(叩）* by the normal trace theorem on 
account of the assumptions on the regularity of { u,p} anf f up to an. Con-
sider (1.1) subject to no-slip condition u加=a,x1_, then IAI + NR as well as 
suplxl~R lxllu(x)I are controlled by lal and f. Since o + 1/2 < 1,(1.6) could 
be accomplished when !al and fare small enough. 
In the next section we provide the linear theory for {1.2). Section 3 is
devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
2 Linear theory 
In this section we develop the linear・theory for the. whole plane problem. We 
begin with introducing the function space 
Xa,f3(配）：= {f E Looぽ）； [f]a,/3く oo},
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which is a Banach space endowed with norm 
[.f]c,f3 := :-;np(l + lxlt(log(e + l:1:l)tlf(:1;)1, 
ぶEIR:よ
where a > 0 and ('J 2'.: 0. The spaces Xa,fi国）2 and X叫配）2x2 of vector 
and tensor functions, respectively, are abbreviated to Xa,rJ for notational 
simplicity. The same abbreviation is also used for some other function spaces. 
Theorem 2.1. Let a E恥¥{O} and 8 E (0, 1). Suppose that the external 
force is decomposed as f = Jo + div F with Jo E X3+fi,1 and F E X2+fi,O・If 
(1.5) is fulfiled, then problem (1.2) in the whole plane股2cidmits a unique 
solution u E X 1十ふ0(together with the associated pressure) subject to 
[11.]i+t,,O~r*{ (1 + 1a1-(l+fi)/2)[.fohH.l + (1+ !al―612)[F'hH.O} (2.1) 
with some constant C* = C*(8) > 0 independent of a E股¥{O} and J. 
Remark 2.1. If in partirnlar Jo is compactly supported, the singular behavior 
jaj-(l+o)/2 in (2.1) for a→ 0 has been ded11,ced first by {12, Theorem 3.1 (i)}. 
For the external force of divergence forrn, the sing1tlar behavior jaj-812 for 
a→ 0 isnot explicitly found in [12, Theorem 3.1 (i)/, however, -it is hidden 
there. Note that one cannot have the case 8 = 0.
Let us give the proof of Theorem 2.1, at le邸 t,itR outline as well a.c; the 
idea, however, without preciHcぐornput,ations. Firnt of al, the solution to 
(1.2) in配 iHunique within the clasH of tempered distributions up to additive 
(specified) polynomials and, therefore, within Xi+fi,。by[14, Lemma 5.3.5]. 
Since Jo E X~+t,,1 C い（配） and FE X2+fi,o C び（配） for every q E (1, oo), 
the argument from [6] and [13] gives us a solution (it works in 2D as well, 
see also [9] and [10]). It is also reperesented as the volume potential of f 
in terms of the associated fundamental solution if f satisfies an appropriate 
condition, see [14, Proposition 5.3.2] and [12, Theorem 3.1]. 
Let a > 0 and set 
Qa(t) = (: 悶悶―~:~l~t).
By a simple transformation 
v(y, t) = Q0.(t)u(Qc;(t)丁y), q(y, t) = p(Qa(t) Ty), 
g(y, t) = Qa(t)J(Qa(l) Ty), 
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one pulls back from (1.2) in the frame attached to the body to 
OtVー今v十▽yq = g, div yv = 0 
in呪X'JI'加/a,where巧＝恥/(TZ) for 7 > 0.Following the idea of Kyed 
[15) as well as Galdi [8], we split the time-periodic Stokes flow v(y, t) into 
two parts: 
v(y, t) =馬(y)+ Vpo(Y, t), 
where 
1 加 /a 1 
両）：＝□1 v(.1疇＝云［いT)尋 (T?Y)dT 
゜is the steady part and does not depend on a, while the other part vJ0(y, t) is 
called the purely oscillatory part since 
/21r/a Vp0(y, r) dr = 0.
゜. Correspondingly to the splitting above, we have 
u(x) =叫x)+ Upa(x) 
with 
叫:1):= Qa(t)玉(Qa(t)x)= vs(x), 
(2.2) 
which depends on neither a nor t. Therefore, the dependence of u(x) on a is
determined only by the one of Upo (x). 
It is immediately seen that 




With this particular form of fs at hand1 the Taylor expansion of the Stokes 
fundamental solution 
E(x) =~[ (10g直）lI +宝］
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implies that each component of 1 .,(x) = (1.s,l (x), U8,2(:i.:)f is represented邸
叫，z(:1:)=屁(:1;)I !s,j dy + akE心 j(一恥）fs,1 dy +叫x)
．配 1:2
（正）I • ＝叩百j股2、リL.I (切+n,(ぷ）
in配¥{O} as long as f decays sufficiently fast, where R心） denotes the 
remainder tenn for l = 1,2. Here, the summation is implicitly taken over al 
repeated indices. The resolution of the Stokes paradox follows from J Isdリ＝
0 since the purely oscillatory part decays even faster on account of (2.2) as 
is clarified later. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, we have 
X .L 
叫）＝戸r(i記炉l山+1~(F12 ー和）dり+ R(:r) (2.:3) 
with the remainder R(a::) = (丸(:r:),n心））T enjoying 
sup lxl1十りR(x)I~C([foh+o,1 + [Fh+o,o), 
1 ェl~l ―
(2.4) 
so that (2.3) is actually the asymptotic representation of the steady part for 
国→ 00. 
On the other hand, it is easily seen that 
sup 加(1:)I~C([Joh+o」+[Fh+li,o) . (2.s) 
l:rl<I 
Since (1.5) leads to'll,8(x) = R(: ℃）， combining (2.4) with (2.5) yields 
[1tshH,o~C ([.fohH,1 + [Fh+o,o) . (2.6) 
Let us recall that the constant C > 0 isindependent of a since叩 itselfdoes 
not depend on a. , 
By (2.2) the purely oscillatory part vμ0(y, t) can be represented as the 
Fourier series 
with the coefficients 
如 (y,t,) =区 Vpo(Y,k)eiak/, 
kEZ¥{O} 
V,o(Y, k) := -2:_ /如/aVpo(Y, T) e―iakr dT, 
21r /a. 0 
(2.7) 
where i = ✓ 可.Note that½"』 (y,k) may.be regarded as the Stokes resolvent 
with resolvent parameter iak and possesses a fine decay property at spatial 
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infinity. This latter thing can be justified邸 followseven after taking the 
summation over k E Z ¥ {O} by use of (the purely oscillatory part of) the 
fund皿 entalsolution for time-periodic problems introduced by Kyed [15]. 
Given T > 0, we set 
辟(x,t):=~ 叫i竺k i和 t
kEZ¥{O} 
T) e' (2.8) 
where 
G(x, 入）：＝写![: 書l(x) 
is the fundament孔1solution of the Stokes re:-;olvent with resolvent parameter 
入EC¥(-oo, O]. Here and in what follows, F-1 stands for the inverse Fourier 
transform. Then (2. 7) is rewritten as 
叫 y,l)=+IT J叶(y-z,t-s)g(z,s)d,ids (2.9) 
0 配
with T = 2n/a. Several fine decay properties of r;}:(x, t) for !xi→ oo due 
to (2,2) have been studied in [15] and [5], however, there are two important 
issues to be developed here. 
First, estimates of f;}:(x, t) with faster decay rate involve more growing 
rate for T(= 21r/a)→ oo, that is, more singular behavior for a→ O邸 the
price. A point of our analysis is to deduce the singular behavior in (2.1) 
with respect to the angular velocity as les as possible. Given t5E (0, 1), we 
intend to find a reasonable singular behavior to get the decay of vp0(y, t) like 
O(IYl-(l+o)) uniformly in l. To this end, the scaling property 
r}(x, t) = rf (合り (2.10) 
plays a key role. 
The second issue is the singular behavior of r}(x, t) for x→ 0, which 
h邸 notbeen studied in [15], [5]. Since we are concerned with 2D prob-
lem, it should be O(log lxl-1) (uniformly int), otherwise, ~}(x, t) cannot be 
the purely oscillatory part of the fundamental solution for the time-periodic 
problem. For later use, it is convenient to adopt the following estimate: For 
every 1、E(0, 1) and q E (1, 1/(1 -μ)), there is a constant C = C(1, q) > 0 
such that 
llff (x, ・)Iい(1'1):s; CJx1-2μ, Vx E配¥{O}. (2.11) 
Since this provides us simultaneously with both estimates at large distance 
and around the origin, the singular behavior (x→ 0) as well as the decay 
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rate (lxl→ oo) is no longer optimal, nevertheless, (2.11) is useful for our 
purpose. In fact., once we have that, we are able to deduce (2.1) as follows. 
By (2.9) and (2.10) we have 
1po(Y, t.) = .l1配 rf(胃f-,.) g (z, 7,.,) dz d,r;, 
to which one applies (2.11) to obtain 
心(y,t) I :;[fh十li,o12 llrt (胃-)I叫） (1 + izl)一C2H)dz 
:; CT11[Jh+li,o j IY-zi-2μ(1 + izl)→ l2+o> dz 
)R2 
with T = 21r /a.provided that (1 -JL)<J < l and that f E X2+fi,o; here, we a.re 
discussing the case f = Jo, F = 0 and thE、assumptionJ E X c1+li,lin Theorem 
2.1 is too much although it is needed for the steady part, see (2.4). Given 
6 E (0,1), we choose J1 = (1 + 6)/2 and fix q E (1,2/(1 -6)) in the estimate 
above to find that 
屈 (y,t)I :; Ca―(1十Ii)12 Uh+o,O (l十川）―(l+ii)
for al y E配 andt E 1l'加4-a,・wherethe constant C > 0 is independent of 
(y, t). Since'l.lpa(x) = Qa(t) Vp0(Qa(t)x, t), we obtain 
加。h+o,0:S ca-(l+li)/2[Jh+li,O, 
which combinecl with (2.G) implies (2.1) when f = Jo, F = 0.The other case: 
f = rliv F, Jo = 0 iscliHcussc、dsimilm-ly by 1Hi1g 
I▽ rt (x, ・)Iい(I'i):; Cl叫―(1+21), Vx E酎¥{O}, 
with some constant C = C(μ, q) > 0, instead of (2.11), whereμ, E (0, 1) and 
q E (1,1/(1 -p)) are arbitrary and play the same role as above. 
It remains to show (2.11). To this end, givenμE (0, 1), it is convenient 
to rewrite (2.8) with T = 1 as 
rf(x,t) = Fi/[(1-8z(k))G(:r.,、i(21r)k)](t)
＝写/[(1 -8z(k))lklμG(x, i(2瑾）凡[h』](t) (2.12) 
with 
間）＝｛『： k E Z ¥ {O}, k = 0, 加(t):=巧/[(1-8;r,(k))lk戸](t).
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Let x E C00(~) be a cut-off function with x(r,) = 0 for lr,I :; 1/2 and x(rJ) = 1 
for lrJI 2: 1. Set 
卯(t):=写打x(rJ)ITJI―μ](t).
The the function (1 -8z(k))lklオ maybe regarded as the restriction of the 
Fourier transform卯 onZ. Since </>μ(t) decays rapidly as !ti→ oo and since 
仰(t)= coltl-1十μ.十卯(t)
with some smooth function卯(t)on股anda definite constant c0 > 0,we 
find 
加ELq('lr1), 1 Vq E (1,-), 
1-μ 
(2.13) 
by the Poisson su1nmation formula, see [1, Example 3.1.19}. Let us also 
regard the symbol in (2.12) as the restriction of 
mx(TJ) := x(r1)ITJ『G(x,,i(21r)TJ), T/ E恥
on Z. The fundamental solution G(x, i(21r)ry) of the Stokes resolvent in 2D 
can be explicitly described in terms of the modifi_ed Bessel functions of the 
second kind (order 0/order 1), see Borchers and Varnhorn [4]. One can thus 
use the asymptotic behavior of those special functions, see for instance [1], 
to deduce 
lmx(rJ)I + lrJI偽mx(rJ)I$ Cj叫―2μ
for al TJ E股 andx E配¥{O}, where the constant C > 0 isindependent 
of TJ, ・x.This implies that mx(rJ) is a Fourier multiplier onび（瞑） for every 
q E (1,oo). By the transference principle ([1, Section 3.6.2]) we conclude 
that mx (k) is a Fourier multiplier on U ('lf 1), too, for every q E (1,oo) with 
operator norm bounded by lxl-2μ. This together with (2.13) leads us to 
1rt (x, ・)ILQ('J!'1) $ C1x1-2μllhμIILq(1'1), 
yielding (2.11) as long as 1 < q < 1/(1 -μ). 
3 Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Let us fix¢E C00([0, oo)) such that¢(p) = 1 for 0-:; p::; 4/3 and¢(p) = 0 
for p 2:5/3. Given R E (e, oo) satisfying配¥n C BR, we set l.{)R(x) = 
</>(lxl/ R) for x E配 anddenote by IB AR the Bogovskii operator which gives 
us a particular solution constructed by Bogovskii [2], see also [3] and [7], to 
the boundary value problem for the divergence equation in the annulus A凡
see (1.9), subject to the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition. 
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Given a solution {'U,p} to (1.1) with (1.8), which decays like u(x) = 
O(lx戸） as I叫→ oo, we set 
u = (l -1.p)u, + JB[u・ ▽ <.p], 
け=(1 -1.p)U +屈[U.▽ <.p], 
p = (l -<p)p, 
p = (l -cp)P, 
where {U, P} is the candidate of the lea.ding term given by (1.4) with c = 
Af /(41r) and the constant !¥I is defined by (1.8). Here and in what follows, 
we abbreviate <p = <pu, A = An and !Bl = IBAR, respectively. Note that 
jAu・ ▽か紅=0 follows from (1.3), while JA U・ ▽叫X= 』~:l=cR 梵 -Uda = 0. 
By some estimates of the Bogovskii operator (see [2], [3] and [7], in particular, 
dilation invariance of the constant in the Lq-estimate is needed here), we have 
五， UE X1,o with 
阿1,o:S C sup j:i:l!u(x)I, 
lxl:2:R 
位h,o:s; CIAfl, 
where C > 0 isa constant independent of R. 
The pair of 
V := U -U,'ip := p-p 
obeys 
(3.1) 
―△ v-a(x上・ ▽v —叶）十▽ゆ= (1 -tp)f + 9 + div J(v), div v = 0 (3.2) 
in配， where
J (v) = -(u 0 v + v 0u) + v 0v 
and 
g = h(u, p) -h(U, P) 
with 
h(u,p) = 2▽'P . ▽ u+(△ t.p+ ax..L・ ▽ r.p)u―△ ]Bl [u . ▽ 1.p] -ax...L• ▽ IB¥[u. ▽ r.p]
+ aIB\[u• ▽ t.p].L -(匹）p+ (l-r.p)u• ▽{—匹+IB¥['IJ, . ▽叫｝
+ IB[u・ ▽叫• ▽ {(1-cp)u+Ja[u• ▽叫｝．
It is seen that g E C0 (A) and 
!~~lg(x)I :; c(R)(l + lal)(IMI + N) (3.3) 
with some constant c(R) > 0 which depends on R but is indepei1dent of a., 
where N = Nu is given by (1.9) and N as well as IJ¥1 is assumed to be 
sma.ller than 1 so that J\12~IMI, N2 :; N. 
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By essentially the same computaticni邸 in[14, Section 5.4] we deduce 
from (1.8) that J炉・{(1 -cp) f + g} dy = 0,
恥2
which together with symmetry 112 (v) = 121 (v) enables us to reconstruct a 
solution VE Xl+8,0 subject to 
[Vh+8,0さ： L := 2C*(l + ial-(lH)/2)[(1 -<p)f + 9h+8」 (3.4)
(together with the associated pressure ¥JI) under the smallness conditions 
(1.6) by means of the fixed point argument based on Theorem 2.1, where 
C* = C*(8) is as in this theorem. In fact, 
Lさ： C(l + ia!-(1+8)/2) sup lxl~H(log lxl)l.f (x)I 
叩 R (3.5) 
+ Cc(R)R3+8(log R)(l + Jal-(1+8)/2)(1 + Jal)(IAII + N) 
follows from (3.3) and, thereby, the conditions (1.6) with appropriate con-
stants "(1 ='Yi(8),'Yz = "(2(8,R) imply that (l+lal-812)L is sufficiently small. 
Let us identify V reconstructed above with v = u -U. We set 
w := v-V, (J :=ゆー w,
which obey 
―△ w -a(x.1. ・ ▽ w -w..1.) +▽ a= div K(w), 
in配 with
div w = O 
K (w) = -(u 0 w + wRu) + v 0w + w 0v.
Since the case <5 = 0 isnot available in Theorem 2.1, we rely on the U-theory; 
indeed, K(w) E Lq国） for every q E (1,o). Let us fix q E (1, 2), then the 
a priori estimate obtained in [13] and [10] (where 3D case is discussed, but 
the argument is similar for 2D) together with the embedding relation implies 
that 
I叫lq,.,q::;CJIV叫q~CIIK(w)llq
~C (lil2,o + lvlb,o + IVl2,o) lwlq.,q 
:; C([叫o+[訂h,o+ [V]i+ri,o) lwlq,.,q 
where I・Iぃ withq* = 2q/(2 -q) and II・[b,00 denote the norms of the 
Lorentz spaces Lq.,q園） and£2•00圏）， respectively, and the Lorentz-Holder 
inequality is employed. The constant C is independent of a because it turns 
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out from a simple scaling argument that the constant in the lり-estimatefor 
(1.2) in配 doesnot depend on a. We thus conclude that、u= V, yielding 
(1.7), whenever [司1,0+ [U]i,0 + [Vh+ii,o is small enough. This la.ter condition 
can be accomplished by (LG) (with stil smaller 11, う12)on account of (3.1), 
(3.4) and (3.5). 
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